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Too often income inequality in the United States is characterized by stressing differences in average earnings between various demographic groups. In fact, repeated emphasis on race and sex differentials might lead one to suspect that mean wage differentials represent'a large part of total inequality. Yet, according to the most recent Census, the story of income inequality in America can be told with little mention of black-white differences in mean earnings: for males, the black-white wage differential accounts for less than three percent of total (log) earnings variances. 2 Moreover, within race, blacks' earnings are often less equally distributed than earnings of whites. The economic pie may be smaller for blacks, but it is alsc sliced less evenly.
In this paper, we examine characteristics-and determinants of earnings distributions for black and white males as they are revealed in 1 This research was supported by a contract from the Department of Labor and a grant from ASPER, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to The Rand Corporation and a grant from the Ford Foundation to the National Bureau of Economic Research. We would like to thank William Gould for his assistance. 2 If blacks were to represent half of the population and if both average differences and variances within race were preserved, the mean difference would still represent only six percent of total variance.
(7 '-2-the 1/100 Public Use Samples of the 1960 and 1970 Censuses. 3 This paper is divided into two sections. The first describes and contrasts the salient properties of black and white male earnings distributions.
Section II relies on earnings functions estimated from the Census to identify and rank variables in terms of their contribution in explaining relative earnings dispersion; These earnings equations are used to predict the full distributions of earnings for blacks and whites J.-separately so that predicted and observed distributions can be compared throughout the complete range of the distributions. We think that the predictions capture many important features of the observed distributions.
In particular, predicted earnings variances in 1960 and 1970 are high r for blacks than whites and, in 1970, this difference is also re--,. flected in our predictions. A concluding part of this section, briefly, presents results for a more generalized random-coefficients model that aims at identifying sources of residual variation.
1.
An Overview
Because comparisons of full distributions may reveal differences not conveyed by summary measures, we begin with a convenient method of contrasting distributions illustrated in Figure 1 . In the curves labelled The sample is restricted to non-self-employed males with positive earnings.
Including the self-employed would-increase inequality and impart a more positive skew to the distribution., Ignoring non-earnings income probably leads to an underestimation of total income at both the lower and upper tails of the income distribution -the lower tail because of government transfers, the upper because of non-human wealth income. shows that a unique ranking of inequality by race is not possible-. 'Those summary measures which weight the bottom tail of the distribution more heavily (e.g., log variances) will tend to rank blacks over whites in inequality. -Other measures (e.g., coefficients of variation) could produce the opposite result. Although we will initially rely on only one measure of inequality, logarithmic variance, we will also deal with some distinctions between this summary measure and the full distribution.
Variances of log male earnings and weekly wages are listed in Table 1 separately by .year (1960 and 1970) , and race (blacks and whites).
These variances exhibit their familiar U-shaped age profile. For both races, total variance is dominated by the within-age cell variances with over 70 percent of the aggregate variance consisting of within-cell variance.
14 4 Between age cell variance is lower for blacks both absolutely and as a proportion of total variance reflecting a less steeply-graduated age earnings profile for blacks. = (log of weeks worked) = weeks worked.
The earnings variation attributed to the j-th set of explanatory variables is: Similarly, that part of the explained variance attributable, to covariance between xj and x is: A summary of the more important accounting effects is contained in Table 2 .
With respect to black -white inequality, the partial effect of weeks worked accounts for roughly half of explained variance. Depending upon one's view of underlying causes of hours variation, it ipy be preferable perience intervals. Moreover, it dlimally has a slightly larger effect for whites than blacks and thus does not help explain race differences.
The regional distribution of blacks combined with the large variance between regions in black earnings is important in explaining higher We will illustrate why the reversals in relative variance occur using the marginal distributions of the two variables identified by our earnings equation as the dominant causal factors in explaining wage dispersion -education and geographical location.
In Table 3 , years of schooling completed at deciles of the black and white schooling distribution for 1960 are listed.
9 The larger dispersion 9A similar pattern in black schooling is not present throughout the education range.
Between the 10 and 70 pezcentile, black schooling increased by 5.9 years while white schooling increases by 4.3 years. Given similar returns to schooling by race, this is consistent with the rising income by decile curve observed in Figure 1 . But after the 70 percentile, we increment black schooling by only 1.8 years and white schooling by 3.4 years. Therefore, in the top three deciles, the schooling distribUgons predict more relative earnings dispersion among whites. This pattern of differential variances in schooling is reinforced by rising income returns with schooling level. Although schooling coefficients are similar within schooling class by race, whites achieve higher schooling categories at earlier percentiles. Comparing individuals in the top third of the earnings distribution, an additional year of schooling adds more to white earnings, spreading out the distribution of white earnings compared to that among blacks.
The geographical distribution of blacks and whites is also listed in Table 3 at selected percentiles of the 1970 predicted earnings distribution.
White males are fairly uniformly distributed over their deciles.
For blacks, however, the disparities betw'den the deciles are large. North-S4th wage differentials, black earnings will rise relative to whites as black representation in the South is decreased.
-15-Southerners will exhibit more,dispersion. Among high earners, the movement across regions is considerayly smaller so that the power of region variables in affecting these earnings ratios is largely eliminated.
Residual Variation \
After adjusting for personal attributes, the residual variances obtained from our regressions were substantial and were also larger among blacks.
Although these residuals are "unexplained" by our regressions, they contain useful. information about the process determining individual earnings.
In this section, we employ a random coefficients framework to determine whether the residual variation about our estimated earnings equations is systematically related to individual differences in the returns to certain characteristics. along with the assumption that W has zero expectation and is independent of X.
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The random coefficient model suggests that a GLS approach may have been more appropriate. The absence of any meaningful heteroscedascity (noted below) indicates that this would not alter our results. schooling squared. The coefficients of these two variables along with the mean squared residual for each experience group is reported in Table 4 . In all twelve regressions, the schooling squared variable had the required positive coefficient. The negative coefficient on schooling may indicate that earnings from other pursuits and schooling are substitutes. Individuals who are able to obtain high earnings in endeavors unrelated to schooling may well behave so that they achieve low ex post returns to schooling. Based on these regressions, variation in rates of return to schooling are large and are an important source of the residual variances.
For racial comparisons, variation in schooling returns may be slightly \larger for whites so that they explain lit9re of the black-white difference.
Our results suggest that at least additional research on this topic using (more) appropriate panel, data may be fruitful.
3.
Conclusion
We have examined the potential for using earnings equations estimated from two large cross-sectional daia basesIn explaining the complete distributions of black and white male earnings.
Although we have achieved some success in documenting the contribution of several variables, there are numerous factors omitted in our study.
Perhaps the most serious omission involves the role of differences in the underlying distribution of ability within population. Assortative mating patterns alone tould produce differential distributions: of ability. The more positive the degree of assortative mating, the larser the dispersion in, genetic traits in succeeding generations. Dis------crimination against black may also operate in a manner that increases dispersion in black incom If discrimination takethe form of quotas or non-price rationing, it is the least able and qualified blacks who will bear the major burden. Unionism and minimum wage laws will tend to produce Amilar results as the least skilled blacks are crowded into the . unprotected sectors. Although the evidence we have suggests that on net governmct is relatively unimportant and that its contribution probably receives too much emphasis, the influence of a broad package of governmentat welfare legislation should surely.be investigated.
